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At the CER business meeting in Gothenburg in December 2012 I was elected for a 
three-year term as PIO, replacing Dan F., who provided me with full records of all our 
AA contacts in Europe and related public information materials. I first made several 
city, country and regional mailing lists, then wrote all the groups to introduce myself 
and ask for contact updates. I am confident now that I have as complete and current a 
list as possible of English speaking AA contacts in Europe.  
 
AA Big Books in Libraries 
 
The Frankfurt Young People's Meeting donated €200 worth of big books to the 
downtown public library.  
 
Web Response Team member Trevor in Milan responded: “I'm bilingual and have 
now talked in six Italian groups here in Milan ~ my story and focusing on sponsorship 
and how I worked the Steps based on the "back to basics" groups my sponsor attended 
in Washington DC ~ the result has been that some younger members who understand 
and speak English have come to our group and also have been asked to go back and 
show them what we mean BB study meetings ~ unfortunately here the BB is not 
really read let alone studied…it's cost is high (12€) but it’s not their fault as no one 
ever told them. 
 
Carrying the AA Message in Public 
 
In January Roger M. of South West France Intergroup reported: I have been the 
Coordinator for the South West France Intergroup since it was first set up. Although 
the title of "coordinator" was used in the hope that each group would appoint its own 
PI Officer, this has not happened and I have conducted most of the initiatives myself.  
 
These have included a poster campaign to various establishments, which has now 
been aborted owing to there being no response as far as I can ascertain. I did manage 
to get articles published in 5 or 6 English language monthly magazines and all of 
them carry a regular advert . Some are free, but not all and it's a question of funding.  
 
We also have had articles and adverts put on to a number of web-site magazines.  
Although statistics are not really important when we're talking about getting the 
message to the individual sufferer, it was interesting to roughly calculate that in 
December the advert and articles were displayed to about 50,000 readers(either in the 
hard-copy magazines or hits on the web-sites) It's a continuous task finding them and 
then monitoring them, but most have been supportive of our work. 
 
PI CER response:  …not to worry, it all seems to work out in the end. If 10 percent 
of the members do 90 percent of the service work, perhaps we can encourage people 
to join the service structure, but no one likes to be hectored into doing anything. Your 



work in France is very impressive - I'm always amazed to see people active in AA, 
and in carrying our message. I heard from a PI in Zurich who sent me their intergroup 
service handbook - I was sorry that we haven't done anything like that in Istanbul, 
indeed have not yet formed an intergroup. So carry on the good work, and thanks 
again for the update. 
 
On Collecting Contributions in Online Meetings 
 
I asked Laura, the treasurer of Online Skype first164yp Group, how they collect 
contributions and here is her response, with input from Dan F.: 
 
I'm the Treasurer. We decided to start collecting 7th Tradition contributions in 
September of 2011 for two purposes: 1) to subscribe to a teleconference service that 
would allow us to have up to 25 participant using both audio and video (until recently, 
Skype could only support about 12 with audio only); and 2) to contribute to AA as a 
whole through CER. Our meetings are held on Skype and WebEx. 
  
We considered various ways to do this, and ultimately decided on using PayPal so 
that the group's funds were not entirely managed through an individual's bank account 
to which only that person had access. PayPal allows members to make contributions 
at their convenience, the account is associated with the group's email account, both 
the Treasurer and the Group Secretary have access, and the only connection to any 
one individual is the requirement that an actual bank account be associated with the 
PayPal account. Currently, it is associated with my personal bank account and credit 
card, but those details can be changed when the Treasurer changes. Having two 
individuals with access to the account makes transactions transparent and minimises 
the opportunities for abuse. 
  
Treasurer's reports are made available after each business meeting when the minutes 
are distributed and are available upon request. Since we subscribed to WebEx in May 
of 2012, we have been able to collect sufficient funds to save for the next annual 
subscription (if we decide to continue to use WebEx) and to contribute quarterly 
excesses to CER. 
 
Here's what is communicated at the end of a meeting: 
Our 7th Tradition states that, “Every AA group ought to be fully self-supporting, 
declining outside contributions.” 
We accept contributions to pay for our WebEx subscription to complement Skype and 
to contribute to AA as a whole through the Continental European Region. 
The technical host will post the steps for making a contribution through PayPal.  
Steps for making a donation (email first164yp@gmail.com for the latest Treasurer’s 
report):  
1.      Go to paypal.com (will redirect to your country/region equivalent) 
2.      Click on ‘Send Money’ 
3.      Enter first164yp@gmail.com and YOUR email address 
4.      Enter amount 
5.      Click on ‘Personal’ for type of payment, then ‘Gift’ for sub-type 
6.      Enter password of own PayPal acct or setup an account (requires Debit or Credit 
Card #) 
7.      Elect to pay the fee or have the fee deducted from contribution to first164yp 



8.      You do NOT have to maintain a balance on your PayPal account 
 
Regarding AA Use of Anonymous Websites  
 
Roger C. in Sweden reported about Swenglish Group conscience decisions regarding 
the use of anonymous websites: 
 
Not long ago the Swenglish Group in Stockholm adopted some guidelines for our secret Facebook 
sites. Here they are - might be of general interest? 
 
The Swenglish business meeting last night approved some guidelines for this 
secret site, that also would apply to an additional site that is in the works. Here 
are the guidelines--very straightforward and in keeping with guidelines for 
most moderated sites on the net: 
 
GUIDELINES FOR SECRET SWENGLISH GROUP FACEBOOK SITES 
 
1. Messages shall be relevant to AA and/or what’s going on in your life 
2. Messages shall not be abusive of any AA member 
3. Messages shall not include photographs of other AA members without their 
permission 
4. Messages shall not include the stats of other members without their 
permission 
5. Messages shall be civilized, and steer away from “pornographic” or abusive 
language.  
 
Both sites will be moderated by two administrators. A single administrator may 
delete a message he/she believes violates the guidelines. The agreement of two 
administrators is required before removing a member from the site altogether. 
In all instances, the “offender” will be told why certain actions have been taken. 
 
Yet to be decided is the question about removing a member. Shall they be given 
“time out” for a stated period, or removed forever? 
 
Administrators may choose to reject an application for membership. 
 
AA in Schools 
 
On January 30, Nikita S. of Moscow wrote: We, the Regional committee of Moscow's 
AA Northern District, desperately need an experience about AA activities in schools. 
Recently we received the green light from the local governmental authorities about 
spreading AA message in the local schools in our part of Moscow. We already asked 
our General Service office and our Central Intergroup, but with no results. As far as 
we understood, Russian AA as a whole unfortunately have no experience in this 
especial field yet. There were some attempts by individual members many years ago, 
but information from them is only on stories but not on paper:) Now we want to learn 
the experience at first to make actions after. That is why we desired to ask our friends 
in different parts of the world and collect their answers then. 
  
Anyway, if you have any AA in schools experience, contacts of those who 
successfully serviced in this kind of service, please share it with us. We have only 6 
months for preparation, translation materials and other steps, then we should make 
first steps. And we have a good opportunity to start the new way of AA service here 



in Moscow. And if we'll have success we can pass it on subsequently through our 
huge country. 
 
PI CER response: Congratulations on your district's initiative in carrying the 
message to young people in schools in Moscow. Our fellowship has a wealth of 
public information experience - you can start to learn about it in the PI kit on the AA 
website in New York: http://www.aa.org/lang/en/en_pdfs/f-65w_PI_Kit.pdf   The 
information includes free digital versions of pamphlets such as 'A Message to 
Teenagers' and 'Too Young?' (I found no comparable source of public information 
officer material on the GSO Great Britain website, though it did have a message for 
young people.) 
 
In my short time in office since being elected in December I have come to know of at 
least two people who may be able to offer you additional advice, and I copy both of 
them here. Trevor in Milan and Joel in Zurich both know what it takes to set up a 
public information meeting or speak to a group of non-members about AA. Trust in 
your higher power and our common experience, strength and hope and all will be 
fine. 
 
PI CER is a member of the regional Electronic Communications Committee ECC, and 
I have enjoyed interacting with the other members, though I generally defer to Nigel 
P. and Nigel H. on technical issues. I thank Nigel P. for guiding me onto the digital 
highways and byways of CER, as well as how we operate under our Traditions and 
Concepts. 
 
I also thank my service sponsor, Dan F., for helping me take on a public information 
role at regional level and learn more about our AA Traditions and Concepts. 
 
Yours in Unity, Recovery and Service, 
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